A comparison of four experimental designs for the estimation of heritability.
The partial diallel cross, the complete diallel cross, and the designs known as North Carolina Experiments 1 and 2 are compared for their usefulness in estimating heritability. It is first shown that reliable values for the sampling mean and variance of heritability estimates are obtained from approximate expressions based on the moments of the chi-square distribution. These expressions are then applied to determine the optimum experimental designs for a range of situations.The main basis for discrimination is the amount of information per unit, defined as i = 1/(N var(ĥ (2))), where ĥ (2) is the estimate of the heritability h (2) and N is the number of units in the experiment, either individuals or families.The two parameters considered were the heritability of individuals and the heritability of full-sib families, and for each of these the partial diallel cross was the most preferred, followed in decreasing order of preference by design NC2, the complete diallel, and design NC1.It is first shown that there is no optimum number of parents for a partial diallel cross or male parents for designs NC1 and NC2. The number of crosses per parent for a partial diallel or dams per sire for designs NC2 and NC2 should generally be six or less. Any expansion should be in the direction of using more parents in the case of the partial diallel, or more male parents in the case of designs NC1 and NC2. For the two heritability parameters considered in this study it is inefficient to increase the number of replicates beyond two.